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1.  UNHCR Inter-agency operational update, December 2018, 19 March 2019 
2.  See End Pushback Partnership (EPP) report, p. 39, for overview of evidence collated in 2020 on pushbacks at the Croatian-BiH border 

The recent closure of camp Lipa in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina (BiH), which left thousands of people on 
the move in destitution amid a freezing winter, has 
garnered significant attention for its disastrous 
consequences on human lives.

Though catastrophic, it was an expected consequence of a growing 
humanitarian crisis that has been systematically mismanaged for years. 
The objective of this report is to offer an understanding of the shelter 
crisis within a wider context of the failing systematic response since its 
inception in 2018, and the role of key actors involved in the management 
of the situation.

The closing of the ‘Balkan route’ in 2016, which aimed to hinder the 
movement of displaced people through the Balkans and into Western 
Europe, led to Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) becoming a key transit 
country for onward movement through Croatia. From 755 entries in 
2017 there was a steep increase to 24,067 in 2018, a trend that has  
not abated apart from the a dip in arrivals in 2020 due to Covid-19.

1
  

The shelter situation in BiH since 2018 has been characterised by poor 
and overcrowded reception conditions, high rates of people living in 
abandoned buildings, in parks, tents in forests etc., and uncoordinated 
and insufficient responses by key state actors and international 
organisations. The already desperate situation has been intensified by 
brutal pushbacks of displaced people at the Croatian-Bosnian border,

2
 

creating a bottleneck in the northwest region of Una-Sana Canton (USC) 
and deteriorating humanitarian conditions. Though reported on for 
years, the pushback frequency and gravity of violations took particularly 
shocking forms in 2020. 

Leading up the crisis in Lipa, an estimated 2,000-3,500 people were 
living in squats, tents and other improvised shelter throughout BiH 
2020. In Sarajevo, the capital, hundreds of people were scattered across 
abandoned buildings, parks and insecure housing, while temporary 
reception centres (TRC)s remained frequently over capacity. In Tuzla, 
close to the Serbian border, CARE International estimated in 2020 that 
over three-quarters of displaced people lacked sufficient access to clean 
drinking water, sanitation and basic hygiene. 

The already desperate situation has been intensified  
by brutal pushbacks of displaced people at the  
Croatian-Bosnian border. A systemic policy shift is required in the EU’s approach to 

the situation in non-EU countries such as BiH.

The situation became exponentially worse with the 
closing of Bira camp in September 2020 and subsequently 
Lipa a few months later.

The developments in USC since last year have been particularly 
concerning, including the intensification of restrictive policies such 
as the barring of entries into the canton, forced re-accommodations 
and removals by bus into destitute areas far away from any services 
or support. A couple of thousand people lived outside the TRCs in 
squats, forests and other improvised shelters, without hygiene facilities, 
shelter or non-food items throughout 2020. The situation became 
exponentially worse with the closing of Bira camp in September 2020 
and subsequently Lipa a few months later, in December 2020. 

Lipa had been criticised by humanitarian actors since its inception for not 
meeting reception standards. After its closure, many displaced people 
returned to the burned down camp area, unable to use the freezing 
showers and toilets. NGOs warned of frostbite, hypothermia and other 
severe health problems. Basic tents for those on camp premises were 
installed a few weeks later, but by time of writing (February 2021) the 
capacity of the tents has been insufficient to house everyone in need 
and electricity and secure water provision are yet to be put in place. The 
government started construction work on a new centre on the site, but it 
is unclear how issues that plagued Lipa since it was set up will be avoided 
in the new centre. 

The shelter situation reflects an existing dynamic of political responsibility 
shifting between different levels of governance in BiH, a lack of political 
will and a dysfunctional governance structure, all important deterrents 
to the establishment of an efficient reception system. International 
organisations (IO), most notably the IOM, have however had an 
exceptionally extensive mandate in managing the migration situation yet 
have evaded having to answer for the dire conditions inside and outside 
TRCs. The lack of clarity of responsibility and accountability between the 
two parties has perpetuated responsibility shifting, lack of coordination 
and inertia around the situation. 

Finally, though the EU has provided much needed funding, the existing 
humanitarian situation in BiH cannot be divorced from the EU’s  
migration and asylum policies of externalisation; a prioritisation of  
border shielding at the expense of fundamental rights and a lack of 
decisive action against pushbacks. A systemic policy shift is required in 
the EU’s approach to non-EU countries such as BiH, which are currently 
hosting displaced people.  
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https://data2.unhcr.org/en/documents/download/68460
https://endpushbacks.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/pushbacks-and-rights-violations-at-europes-borders.pdf 
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Introduction
From transit country to the Lipa crisis



Most importantly this left in its wake poor shelter conditions despite EU 
funding (including inadequate medical assistance, overcrowding, lack of 
heating and hot water), for people in TRCs and especially those sleeping 
rough. The crisis quickly became the most acute in Una Sana Canton 
(USC), the key region through which people are trying to cross into EU 
territory, and where initially only local volunteers and civil society actors 
were assisting people on the move. The deteriorating situation, combined 
with a persistent use of anti-migrant propaganda by state authorities and 
the implementation of stricter control measures, all contributed towards 
a more hostile and anti-migrant oriented atmosphere. This eventually 
provoked protests from the local population and checkpoints were 
instituted by police at entry points of the canton from which displaced 
people on public transport were removed and left in fields, barred from 
entry into the canton.

7
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3.  Ahmetašević and Mlinarević, Report, People on the move in Bosnia and Herzegovina in 2018: Stuck in the corridors in the EU, 2019
4.  UNCT BiH, Report, Refugee and Migrant Situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina Jan-Mar 2018: The Multi-Cluster/Sector Initial Rapid Assessment (Mira) Report, May 2018 
5.  IOM, Press Release, €7.2 million in EU grants to support BiH in better responding to migration and border management issues, 30 October 2018
6.  OSCE Mission to BiH, Report, Assessment: Migrant and Refugee Situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina; An overview of the intervention of key actors in the field, 25 September 2018
7.  Ahmetašević and Mlinarević, Report, People on the move in Bosnia and Herzegovina in 2018: Stuck in the corridors in the EU, 2019

When Bosnia and Herzegovina became a key transit 
country on the Balkan route in 2018, the state was 
caught unprepared for the increase in numbers of 
people on the move entering the country.

Both the international organisations involved and the state upheld the 
notion that BiH was only a transit country, precluding a preparedness and 
development of long-term solutions on matters such as integration and 
adequate reception conditions. This narrative was also used to discourage 
any sense of permanence in terms of hosting displaced people.

3
 The  

few government run facilities between them had capacity for just over 
400 people. As the needs were starting to vastly outstrip available 
capacity, many people ended up sleeping in abandoned buildings, parks, 
squats etc. with most of the response coming from locals and locally 
based organisations.

4

The aforementioned developments prompted the EU to allocate 
more funding to mitigate a budding humanitarian crisis, funneling 
it though international organisations, mainly the International 
Organization for Migration (IOM), in partnership with UNHCR, UNICEF 
and other actors.

5
 A network of temporary reception centres (TRC) 

in the Sarajevo and Una-Sana Cantons were eventually set up, but 
disagreements between key actors on the ground and opposition of 
local authorities to establish centres led to a slow process of haphazard 
solutions and makeshift camps. While BiH is formally responsible for 
migration management and to locate spaces for camps, IOM held the  

funding - a setup which led to frequent blame shifting between the 
actors since the inception of the crisis. A OSCE report illustrated the 
low levels of cooperation between the various actors on the ground 
managing the situation.

6

The deteriorating situation, combined with a persistent 
use of anti-migrant propaganda by state authorities and 
the implementation of stricter control measures, all 
contributed towards a more hostile and anti-migrant 
oriented atmosphere.
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https://ba.boell.org/en/2019/02/21/people-move-bosnia-and-herzegovina-2018-stuck-corridors-eu
https://reliefweb.int/report/bosnia-and-herzegovina/refugee-and-migrant-situation-bosnia-and-herzegovina-multi
https://bih.iom.int/pbn/press-release-%E2%82%AC72-million-eu-grants-support-bih-better-responding-migration-and-border
https://www.osce.org/mission-to-bosnia-and-herzegovina/397319
https://ba.boell.org/en/2019/02/21/people-move-bosnia-and-herzegovina-2018-stuck-corridors-eu
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8.  UN Country Team in BiH, Joint statement on relocation of migrants and refugees to a location near Bihać, 14 June 2019
9.  CoE Commissioner for Human Rights, Country visit statement, 6 December, 2019 
10.  UNHCR, Refugee Brief 11 December 2019  
11.  See Care International report; Balkan Insight article; EU Fact Sheet  
12.  Associated Press, News article, Tensions grow as Bosnian authorities crack down on migrants, 27 August 2020 
13.  Ahmetašević, Report, People on move deprived of human rights, April 2020
14.  Amnesty International, Article, Bosnia: Decision to confine thousands of migrants into camp inhumane and puts lives at risk, 27 March 2020
15.  Global Detention Project, Submission to the UN Committee against Torture: Bosnia and Herzegovina, 23 June 2020 
16.  Data collated using a semi-open questionnaire with a local respondent, August 2020
17.  BVMN, Report, Torture and cruel, inhumane, or degrading treatment of refugees and migrants in Croatia in 2019, January 2020 
18.  The Guardian, Article, Croatian police accused of spray-painting heads of asylum seekers, 12 May 2020.
19.  InfoMigrants, News article, Growing concern over treatment of migrants and refugees in Balkans, 4 June 2020 
20.  DRC, Border Monitoring Monthly Snapshot October, November 2020 

The summer of 2019 was peak movement season into the area, 
prompting the Bihać City Council to place people in camp Vučjak, where 
at peak times about 2,000 people lived. It became infamous for its horrid 
conditions. It was condemned by civil society, UN and the European 
Commission for the health risks of its position on a former landfill, the 
lack of sanitary facilities, running water and electricity.

8
  Upon her visit 

to the site, Dunja Mijatović, the Council of Europe Commissioner for 
Human Rights, called it “shameful” while also extending criticism to the 
IOM-run TRCs in the region (IOM and UN did not provide assistance in 
Vučjak) and the overall situation.

9
 In December 2019 the facility closed, 

relocating the residents to TRCs Ušivak and Blažuj near Sarajevo.
10

While the situation had been extremely dire ever since 2018, in 2020 
the situation in the region took a turn for the worse. At least a couple of 
thousand people were residing outside of the TRCs throughout the year, 
without recognised rights and no assistance by the government.

11
 Lipa 

camp was set up by the IOM, with financial support from the EU and 
USAID, as a Covid-19 emergency response in April 2020 and at the end 
of August, the first positive cases of Covid-19 were registered in a TRC 
since the outbreak, in Bihać.

12
 The emergence of the Covid-19 pandemic 

has been particularly concerning in view of the living conditions of both 
TRC and non-TRC residents. Due to overcrowding, residents were unable 
to socially distance, there were insufficient designated spaces for self-
isolation,

13
 and the disproportionality of the lockdown measures imposed 

in relation to people on the move had been criticised by NGOs.
14

 UNHCR 
criticised that two thirds of the facilities operated well above their 
capacity – making isolation and distancing measures obsolete.

15

In Sarajevo, a local organisation noted the swelling rates of people in 
TRC Blažuj during the initial stages of Covid-19 and called for better 
preparedness for a second wave. The frequency of police raids and 
forced transfers to TRCs during the beginning of Covid-19 restrictions 
in various places also resulted in a ping-pong effect of migrants moving 
between TRCs and returning to the city on foot.

16
 As we have seen, the 

closure of the camps Bira and Lipa in USC at the close of the year, took 
an ongoing crisis over the edge into a humanitarian disaster. 

Throughout the last few years, the primary factor in the creation of the 
human bottleneck in USC, and the aggravation of an already fragile 
humanitarian situation, is the practice of pushbacks and border violence 
perpetrated by Croatia. These practices have established a nearly 
impenetrable wall for onward movement and caused immense human 
suffering to those affected. Though reported on for years, the gravity and 
frequency of the pushbacks at the Croatian-Bosnian border took new, 
deeply alarming proportions in 2020. The Border Violence Monitoring 
Network (BVMN) reported pushbacks affecting 2,475 male and female 
people on the move at the Croatian borders with Serbia and Bosnia in 
2019.

17
 In May 2020, a new horrific method of violence and humiliation 

garnered attention of spray-painting red crossed on people’s heads.
18

 

Organisations have reported a huge need for non-food items (NFIs) 
“mostly due to pushbacks” because of the Croatian police taking tents, 
shoes and clothes according to local actors in the ground. The NGO CARE 
noted that people sometimes come back completely naked.

19
 Meanwhile, 

the Danish Refugee Council (DRC) reported 1,943 pushbacks in the month 
of October 2020 alone, an all-time high. There was also a record spike in 
the amount of people that had experienced abuse during a pushback - 
64% of all reported cases - including two cases of sexual abuse.

20
 The 

humanitarian situation on the other side of the border, in Bosnia, despite 
all other factors which negatively impact the provision of basic shelter and 
protection, could not have become as acute as they are today if it were 
not for these border management strategies. 

the closure of the camps Bira and Lipa in USC at the close 
of the year, took an ongoing crisis over the edge into a 
full-blown humanitarian disaster.
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http://ba.one.un.org/content/unct/bosnia_and_herzegovina/en/home/presscenter/un-country-team-in-bih--joint-statement-on-relocation-of-migrant.html
https://www.coe.int/en/web/commissioner/-/bosnia-and-herzegovina-must-immediately-close-the-vucjak-camp-and-take-concrete-measures-to-improve-the-treatment-of-migrants-in-the-country
https://www.unhcr.org/refugeebrief/the-refugee-brief-11-december-2019/
https://reliefweb.int/report/bosnia-and-herzegovina/stranded-and-forgotten-bosnia-s-migrants-and-refugees-left-themselves
https://balkaninsight.com/2020/04/09/movement-ban-worsens-migrants-plight-in-serbia-bosnia/
https://ec.europa.eu/echo/where/europe/bosnia-and-herzegovina_en
https://apnews.com/article/4da41c44d8e10ca3a901dd2591fbfe6f
http://library.fes.de/pdf-files/bueros/sarajevo/16153-20200504.pdf
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/03/bosnia-decision-to-confine-thousands-of-migrants-into-camp-inhumane-and-puts-lives-at-risk/
https://www.globaldetentionproject.org/submission-to-the-committee-against-torture-bosnia-and-herzegovina
https://www.borderviolence.eu/wp-content/uploads/CORRECTEDTortureReport.pdf
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2020/may/12/croatian-police-accused-of-shaving-and-spray-painting-heads-of-asylum-seekers
https://www.infomigrants.net/en/post/25177/growing-concern-over-treatment-of-migrants-and-refugees-in-balkans
https://drc.ngo/media/kbyjrc2v/border_monitoring_monthly_snapshot_october2020_final.pdf
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21.  IBNA, News article, EU condemns the transfer of migrants in the overcrowded camp of Lipa, 1 October 2020
22.  European Commission, Press Release, Bosnia and Herzegovina: EU allocates additional 3.5 million euros to support vulnerable refugees and migrants, 3 January 2021
23.  Amnesty International et al, Press Release, Bosnia and Herzegovina: Systemic solutions and meaningful EU support, including safe pathways, could prevent recurring humanitarian emergencies, 

12 January 2021.  
24.  N1, News article, EC authorities need to provide shelter to all migrants “in need”, 22 October 2020  
25.  Heinrich Boll Stiftung, Article, Refugee crisis in Bosnia: Political failure, violence and hatred, 13 October 2020 
26.  N1, News article, EC authorities need to provide shelter to all migrants “in need”, 22 October 2020  
27.  Refers to the practice of moving border controls outside of the country. 
28.  Boswell, C. (2003), Academic paper, The ‘External dimension’ of EU Immigration and Asylum policy, International Affairs, 79(3), 619-638 
29.  Stabilisation and Association Agreement between the European Communities and their Member States, of the one part, and Bosnia Herzegovina, of the other part, 30 June 2015 
See also Rosa-Luxemburg-Stiftung SEE & Inštitut Časopis za kritiko znanosti (2020), Report, The Dark Side of Europeanisation: Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and the European Border Regime.
30.  Statewatch, Briefing, External action: Frontex operations outside the EU, 11 March 2021.
31.  Research Paper Series of Rosa Luxembourg Stiftung for Southeast Europe No 8
32.  European Commission, Bosnia and Herzegovina – financial assistance under Instrument for Pre-accession assistance II (IPA II)
33.  Amnesty International et al, Press Release, Bosnia and Herzegovina: Systemic solutions and meaningful EU support, including safe pathways, could prevent recurring humanitarian emergencies, 

12 January 2021.  

The closure of Lipa camp incited strong condemnation 
by EU officials.21 They have frequently contrasted the 
situation with the financial funding which has been 
offered to IOM, UNHCR and DRC, who are operating in BiH 
to manage the shelter situation in the country.

Officials have repeatedly reminded the state of the amount of funding 
that had been given to manage the situation, €88 million overall since 
the beginning of 2018. This includes the additional €3.5 million in 
humanitarian aid allocated to help the refugees and migrants without 
shelter in BiH, bringing the total of such aid to €13.8 million since 2018.

22
  

Though funding is vital, it has been defined by short-term cycles and 
ad hoc emergency funding rather than guided by long-term solutions, 
functional management and permanency.

23
 Moreover, the European 

Commission noted that these sums were in addition to “the broader 
support to the law enforcement authorities that BiH has received since 
2007, of which €38.5 million was specifically aimed at supporting 
border management”; funds which were also meant to achieve 
“effective coordination and management of migration and asylum at all 
levels of government”. 

24
 It is worth highlighting that funding for border 

management since 2018 has remained larger than that for humanitarian 
support, and is not to be re-directed into the building of better TRCs 
and more robust support for those sleeping rough.

25
 The Commission 

strongly tied the border management objective to the EU membership 
application.

26
 

It is impossible to understand these type of funding streams and 
objectives outside of the context of the increasing focus of EU policy on 
deterrence of movement through the collaboration with third countries, 
which rely on externalisation

27
 and preventative tactics of people on the 

move entering the EU.
28

In the case of pre-accession countries such as BiH, accession procedures 
are intrinsically linked to funding and other types of cooperation aimed 
at migration management through deterrence. In 2016 BiH became a 
potential candidate to be accorded the status of “candidate country” 
once it has gone through the legislative reforms to align it with the 
EU acquis, a process stipulated in the Stabilisation and Association 
Agreement (SAA). A requirement in this process is the enforcement of 
migration control, as per SAA (Article 81) which notes that “The Parties 
shall cooperate in order to prevent and control illegal immigration… the 
Parties also agree to conclude and fully implement an Agreement on 

the governments in the region “willingly submit to carrying 
to extreme violence (most notably massive and violent 
pushbacks) to protect the external EU border.”

readmission, including an obligation for the readmission of nationals of 
other countries and stateless persons”. Furthermore “the Stabilisation 
and Association Council shall establish other joint efforts that can be 
made to prevent and control illegal immigration”. 

29

To that effect the Western Balkans accession countries have been 
receiving substantial donations directed at border management, 
including cooperation with FRONTEX. An analysis of the agreements 
made between the EU border agency and five countries on the 
Balkan route (Albania, Montenegro, Serbia, BiH and North Macedonia) 
showcases the expanding presence and mandate of Frontex missions 
in the region.

30 
Some of the trade-offs for their willingness to comply 

have been liberalisations of visa regimes with the EU and economic 
opportunities. In exchange, the governments in the region “willingly 
submit to carrying to extreme violence (most notably massive and 
violent pushbacks) to protect the external EU border, or to comply with 
the newly assigned role of being an EU dumping ground for deterred 
migrants”. 

31

Each country is obliged to have national strategies for migration 
management in place, including the combating of ‘irregular migration’ and 
strategies for integrated border management and anti-trafficking, made 
in cooperation with other EU countries, and the IOM. Within this context, 
the issue of foreigners and asylum seekers is under the jurisdiction of the 
Ministry of Security, indicating that migration is primarily a security issue.

The financial involvement of EU and tension between the two objectives 
of stronger border control and humanitarian support is evident in 
Commission documents where funding is described as “providing 
adequate and protection-sensitive accommodation and basic services 
for refugee, asylum seekers and migrant” but also “strengthening 
capacity for border control and surveillance”. Since the start of the 
crisis a substantial amount of funding was funneled through the  
Pre-Accession Assistance II (IPA II), a financial instrument supporting 
reform in potential EU member states.

32
 At the same time, and as pointed 

out by civil society in the aftermath of the Lipa crisis, the European 
Commission not demanding concrete progress on accession criteria 
and working more directly with authorities to find durable solutions, 
disincentivises greater national ownership by the authorities in BiH.

33

The European Union

https://balkaneu.com/eu-condemns-the-transfer-of-migrants-in-the-overcrowded-camp-of-lipa/
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_2
https://www.amnesty.org/en/documents/eur63/3505/2021/en/ 
http://ba.n1info.com/English/NEWS/a480732/European-Commission-Bosnian-authorities-need-to-provide-shelter-to-all-migrants-in-need.html
https://ba.boell.org/en/2020/10/06/izbjeglicka-kriza-u-bih-politicki-neuspjeh-nasilje-i-mrznja
http://ba.n1info.com/English/NEWS/a480732/European-Commission-Bosnian-authorities-need-to-provide-shelter-to-all-migrants-in-need.html
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1468-2346.00326
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A22015A0630%2801%29
https://www.statewatch.org/analyses/2021/briefing-external-action-frontex-operations-outside-the-eu/?fbclid=IwAR0UL2PWmnGwN6DKsPNAGAW7w80t7dkZhhFL8ZhgR9wm_PLjIudOhCnPxZw
https://www.rosalux.rs/sites/default/files/publications/MITROVIC_Dark_Sides_of_EU_.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/instruments/funding-by-country/bosnia-herzegovina_en
https://www.amnesty.org/download/Documents/EUR6335052021ENGLISH.PDF
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Moreover, the EU and its member states bear heavy 
responsibility for the pushback situation though 
an overwhelming prioritisation of making external 
borders impenetrable, at the detriment of human 
and fundamental rights. Pushbacks at the border 
between Croatia and BiH are part and parcel of the 
EU’s migration management strategy,

34
 encouraged 

by a pervasive silence on human rights violations by 
the EU and its member states.

35
 Apart from concerns 

raised by the European Parliament,
36

 other EU officials 
have praised Croatia for “fulfilling its commitment” 
to join the Schengen area.

37
 Moreover, Croatia has 

received essential funding for border operations, 
including technology such as thermal vision cameras, 
drones, and other key resources.

38
 They have been 

questioned regarding funding which was meant to 
be spent on an independent supervisory mechanism, 
something that was never set up.

39

Croatia is in the process of becoming a Schengen 
state, and thus eager to demonstrate its commitment 
to the EU, by decisively ‘protecting’ the EU’s external 
borders. The Croatian authorities are, however, still 
expected to abide by the Schengen border code 
during the accession process, along with all relevant 
international conventions that protect the rights of 
people on the move.

40
 Meanwhile, Croatia has denied 

and dispelled reports of pushbacks and abuse, despite 
published footage of illegal pushbacks.

41

Pushbacks at the border between 
Croatia and BiH are part and parcel of 
the EU’s migration management strategy,  
encouraged by a pervasive silence on  
human rights violations by the EU and  
its member states. 
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34.  Ibid.
35.  InfoMigrants, Article, Calls growing for EU action on migrant situation in Bosnia, 7 January 2021.   
36.  Are You Syrious, Daily Digest 28 January 2020  
37.  European Commission, Communication on the verification of the full application of the Schengen acquis by Croatia, 22 October 2019.
38.  BVMN, OHCHR Submission, The role of technology in illegal pushbacks from Croatia to Bosnia-Herzegovina and Serbia, January 28 2021.
39.  The Guardian, Article, EU ‘covered up’ Croatia’s failure to protect migrants from border brutality, 15 June 2020. 
40.  Amnesty International, Report, Pushed to the Edge: Violence and Abuse against Refugees and Migrants Along the Balkan Route, 2019.
41.  BVMN, First footage of pushbacks on the Croatian-Bosnian border, 16 December 2018.

https://www.infomigrants.net/en/post/29488/calls-growing-for-eu-action-on-migrant-situation-in-bosnia
https://medium.com/are-you-syrious/ays-daily-digest-28-01-2020-meps-confront-croatian-minister-over-border-violence-7b874cff9ce5
https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/what-we-do/policies/european-agenda-migration/20191022_com-2019-497-communication_en.pdf
https://www.borderviolence.eu/ohchr-submission-the-role-of-technology-in-illegal-push-backs-from-croatia-to-bosnia-herzegovina-and-serbia/
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2020/jun/15/eu-covered-up-croatias-failure-to-protect-migrants-from-border-brutality
https://www.amnesty.org/download/Documents/EUR0599642019ENGLISH.PDF
https://www.borderviolence.eu/proof-of-push-backs/
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42.  Transparency International, 2019 Index. BiH scored 36 on a 1-100 index scale, a 6 percentile drop since 2021 
43.  Ahmetašević and Mlinarević, Report, People on the move in Bosnia and Herzegovina in 2018: Stuck in the corridors in the EU, 2019
44.  Ibid. 
45.  European Commission, Annex to the Commission Implementing Decision amending Commission Implementing Decision C(2019)3189 on the adoption of a special measure on supporting 

Bosnia and Herzegovina in managing the migration flows for 2019 
46.  IOM, Information Sheet, Information on the implementation of the projects related to Emergency Response to the Migrant and Refugee Situation in Bosnia and Herzegovina funded by the 

European Union, 31 January 2021 
47.  Euronews, Article, What are the real reasons behind Bosnia’s migrant crisis?, 20 January 2021 
48.  European Commission, Annex, Commission Implementing decision adopting a special measure on supporting Bosnia and Herzegovina in managing the migration flows 
49.  Sarajevo Times, News article, EU donates five vehicles to Bosnia-Herzegovina’s border police, 16 December 2019 
50.  Ahmetašević and Mlinarević, Report, People on the move in Bosnia and Herzegovina in 2018: Stuck in the corridors in the EU, 2019 
51.  Ibid.
52.  Amnesty International, Report, Pushed to the Edge: Violence and Abuse against Refugees and Migrants along the Balkans Route, 2019. 
53.  Oštra Nula et al, Submission to the UN UPR of Bosnia and Herzegovina, August 2019 

Throughout the crisis several international 
organisations (IO) have been central actors in the 
situation, but most vitally IOM which receives all  
the donations for shelter management from the EU 
instead of the state. 

Even prior to the crisis, international organisations retained a major 
influence in the country since the war in the 1990s. At the onset of 
the crisis, the EU decided in 2018 to cooperate directly with IOM and 
UN agencies as their partners instead of the state institutions, de facto 
putting them in charge of managing the situation despite the State de 
jure maintaining this responsibility. This was primarily motivated by 
assessments of the overall situation in BiH, especially factors such as 
corruption and ineffective governance.

42

they did not create dignified and humane living conditions 
per government law and ended up overseeing places where 
people feel insecure and where psychological support, 
health care, proper hygiene facilities and other key 
services are limited.

there were few opportunities to oversee the cash flow, 
which though assigned to BiH, was not managed by the 
government, and therefore could not be scrutinised 
through democratic processes.  

Once IOM received the brunt of the funding, they “became in charge for 
almost all questions related to managing the situation with people on 
the move… IOM also imposed rules and ways of working in the country, 
which led to a number of disputes with local and state level officials”. 
Once this system became entrenched there were few opportunities to 
oversee the cash flow, which though assigned to BiH, was not managed 
by the government, and therefore could not be scrutinised through 
democratic processes.

43

Moreover, since much of the funding is pulled from the IPA funds meant 
to strengthen the states “capacity to undertake the necessary reforms 
to align its political, institutional, legal, administrative and economic 
systems with the rules, standards, policies and practices in the Union” 
it seems counter intuitive to exclude the state. Despite the dysfunctions 
of the state, hybrid solutions could have been employed, e.g., funding 
being held by IOs while the state is fully involved and supported to 
fulfil obligations, and gradually can take a more central role where 
international organisations hold an advisory and monitoring role, 
ensuring key outcomes such as protection and human conditions.

44
 This 

is not what took place in BiH. 

International organisations

The existing approach was described as a “mid-term solution” by the EU 
until the situation becomes stabilised with the aim to gradually handover 
responsibility to the authorities.

45
  Since June 2018, the IOM has received 

nearly 77 million.
46

 TRC Bira, which used to be a fridge factory before 
being converted into accommodation, cost 25,00 euros a month to run 
before the closure, yet the poor conditions were persistent, as they have 
been across TRCs overall.

47

Furthermore, another key reason that the funding was given to the 
IOM, including 30 million euros in ‘special measures’ in 2018-19, was its 
“expertise in border management related programmes”.

48
 The EU was 

in effect not only collaborating with the organisations for the purpose 
of alleviating a humanitarian situation but extended this cooperation to 
objectives pertaining to border management and related policies through 
the strengthening of BiH and border police.

49
 International organisations 

provided and ran temporary accommodation centres, by renting private 
property, former hotels and factories

50
 yet despite donations, they did 

not create dignified and humane living conditions per government law 
and ended up overseeing places where people feel insecure and where 
psychological support, health care, proper hygiene facilities and other 
key services are limited.

51; 52

In addition to the adverse effect this is having on the displaced people, 
a key issue is the lack of accountability in relation to their operations, 
especially in relation to the wider public, and in extension also EU 
and member states which are not held accountable for the funding 
they provide to these actors. Equally activists and civil society actors 
objected to the fact that “lacking a mechanism for so doing, activists 
have been unable to hold the IOM or other international organisations 
accountable for poor management of the camps.”

53
 These trends largely 

carry on the heavy post-war involvement of international organisations 
and EU bodies in the politics and management of the state, especially 
institutions such as that of The Office of the EU Delegation in BiH and 
the Office of the High Representative.

https://www.transparency.org/en/cpi/2019/index/bih
https://ba.boell.org/en/2019/02/21/people-move-bosnia-and-herzegovina-2018-stuck-corridors-eu
https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/sites/near/files/special_measure_ii_migration_bih.pdf
https://bih.iom.int/pbn/information-implementation-projects-related-emergency-response-migrant-and-refugee-situation
https://www.euronews.com/2021/01/19/what-are-the-real-reasons-behind-bosnia-s-migrant-crisis-bihac
https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/sites/near/files/ipa_2018_041545_special_measure_migration_for_bosnia_and_herzegovina.pdf
https://www.sarajevotimes.com/eu-donates-five-vehicles-to-bosnia-herzegovinas-border-police/
https://ba.boell.org/en/2019/02/21/people-move-bosnia-and-herzegovina-2018-stuck-corridors-eu
https://www.amnesty.org/download/Documents/EUR0599642019ENGLISH.PDF
https://www.wilpf.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/UPR-Bosnia-Herzegovina_2019.pdf
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54.  Ibid. 
55.  IFRC, Operation Update Report: Population Movement, 13 March 2020 
56.  The responsible ministry for recognised refugees solely  
57.  Ahmetašević and Mlinarević, Report, People on the move in Bosnia and Herzegovina in 2018: Stuck in the corridors in the EU, 2019
58.  CoE Commissioner for Human Rights, Letter to Minister for Human Rights and Refugees and Minister for Security of BiH, 9 May 2018  
59.  Oštra Nula et al, Submission to the UN UPR of Bosnia and Herzegovina, August 2019   
60.  The Dayton Peace Agreement, signed in 1995 and ending the civil war, it left the country with an extremely complicated structure based on war-time ethnic divisions. It is made up of the 

entities Republika Srpska, Federation of BiH, and District Brčko. Federation is composed of 10 cantons. Each of these units has its own government, parliaments, and laws. Additionally, the state 
government has 9 ministries, a parliament, and the Presidency with 3 members who rotate every 8 months for the mandate of 4 years. The question of asylum seekers is dealt with at the state 
level, under the Ministry of Security. The overarching entity is a body called the Office of the High Representative; a politically highly influential international institution responsible for overseeing 
implementation of civilian aspects of the Peace Agreement. It is represented by the internationally appointed High Representative. The Office of the EU Delegation in BiH, is equally highly 
influential in domestic affairs and one of the largest EU offices in the world. 

61.  InfoMigrants, Article, Calls growing for EU action on migrant situation in Bosnia, 7 January 2021.

Though the management of migration has largely 
been at the hands of international actors, de jure the 
Bosnian-Herzegovinian state remains accountable for 
this work. This includes ensuring that international 
organisations do not breach international human 
rights and international refugee law.54

Though some responsibility has been shifting onto the Ministry of 
Security when it comes to coordination and support of management of 
the centers, the government has not held full responsibility for managing 
accommodation and protection of people on the move, as outlined in 
the previous chapters.

55

The government directly runs only a couple of small centres: Delijaš 
for asylum seekers with the capacity of up to 150 people, and the 
immigration centre in Lukavica, which serves as a pre-removal detention 
centre. Additionally, the Ministry of Human Rights and Refugees

56
 runs 

the accommodation centre Salakovac, near Mostar, which has about 
200 places. The government has shown reluctance to increase capacity, 
however even at times when the government was proposing shelter 
options, such as in mid-2018 at the outset of the crisis, the suggestions 
were pushed back on by local authorities.

57
 The Council of Europe 

Bosnia and Herzegovina’s Government

Commissioner for Human Rights Dunja Mijatović, after her visit to BiH 
in 2018, called on the government to respect the laws and provide 
accommodation, access to food, health care, and sanitation.

58

All the reception centres are in the Federation of BiH, which 
holds the 10 cantons, each with their own governments 
which are granted substantial independence to govern 
across various issues, including migration.

Aside from political will, this process is often halted due to ineffective 
administrative procedures, unclear institutional jurisprudence and a lack 
of institutional and political will.

59
 BiH’s complicated state structure, with a 

state government, three entity governments, ten cantonal governments 
and a high level of decentralisation, has caused deep fragmentation of law 
enforcement agencies across the country, an absence of rule of law and 
further strengthening of the mandate of various international bodies.

60 

All the reception centres are in th eFederation of BiH, which holds the  
10 cantons, each with their own governments which are granted 
substantial independence to govern across various issues, including 
migration. The Republika Srpska (RS) entity, one of the two major 
entities that makes up the country, has consistently refused to build any 
reception facilities in order to keep the entity “refugee-free”. 

61
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https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/MDRBA011ou4.pdf
https://ba.boell.org/en/2019/02/21/people-move-bosnia-and-herzegovina-2018-stuck-corridors-eu
https://rm.coe.int/commdh-2018-12-letter-to-the-authorities-regarding-the-migration-situa/1680870e4d
https://www.wilpf.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/UPR-Bosnia-Herzegovina_2019.pdf
https://www.infomigrants.net/en/post/29488/calls-growing-for-eu-action-on-migrant-situation-in-bosnia
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62.  Ministry of Security, Strategy in the Area of Migrations and Asylum, 2016
63.  Ministry of Security, Strategy in the Area of Migrations and Asylum (p.23), 2016 
64.  InfoMigrants, Article, Bosnian authorities cut water to migrant camp near Croatian border, 22 October 2019 
65.  Ahmetašević, Report, People on move deprived of human rights, April 2020 
66.  GIHR et al, Position Paper, The situation at the EU external borders and the future European asylum policy, April 2020
67.  IFRC, Operation Update Report: Population Movement, 13 March 2020
68.  CoE Commissioner for Human Rights, Letter to Minister for Human Rights and Refugees and Minister for Security of BiH, 9 May 2018  
69.  Associated Press, Article, EU slams Bosnia over its treatment of migrants, 17 June 2020 
70.  IFRC, Operation Update Report: Population Movement, 13 March 2020

In Article 3(1)(f) of the constitution of BiH, it is affirmed that state level 
bodies hold competency and mandate to set policies concerning 
immigration, refugees and asylum, as held also in the Asylum Strategy 
and Action Plan 2016-2020.

62
 The BiH Council of Ministers functions as 

the main decision-making body, with implementation power granted 
to lower levels of government. Both central government and local 
administration are however responsible for ensuring human rights. This 
pertains also to all the international conventions on human and other 
rights which the country has signed.

63

Within this institutional framework the coordination of a functioning 
reception system has often ended up in a deadlock. There has been 
significant fragmentation between governmental and local politicians, 
political unwillingness and lack of coordination between all levels in order 
to provide sustainable assistance, one example being when the local 
authorities in Bihać terminated the supply of water to the since closed 
down Vučjak migrant camp in a bid to pressure the central government 
to remove migrants from the area.

64

the local authorities in Bihać terminated the supply of 
water to (the since closed down) Vučjak migrant camp 
in a bid to pressure the central government to remove 
migrants from the area.  

The fragmentation has been intensified by international organisations 
working directly with local authorities on the cantonal level, which 
has undermined the role of the state, and allowed local authorities to 
engage in practices that are both discriminatory and non-aligned with 
domestic laws and conventions.

65
 Local authorities have the ownership 

of many prospective locations for reception centres, yet the European 
Commission has not been open to funding facilities or working 
directly with local levels of government, despite being called on by 
the Ombudsmen to urgently expand the accommodation capacity 
for people on the move in the country, along with capacity building of 
human resources and improved operations capacities.

66

This ad hoc, non-structured and politically motivated approach to 
managing shelter provisions for displaced people, especially those 
who reside outside of the established centres, has been detrimental to 
the establishment of long-term and effective solutions which provide 
both sufficient capacity and better conditions.

67
 The government has 

garnered criticism from a range of actors, including the Commissioner 
for Human Rights of the Council of Europe in the last few years,

68
 and the 

European Commission for the threats by the local authorities to close 
down existing TRCs and not allocate additional facilities.

69
 Miral and Bira, 

two IOM managed TRCs in USC (the latter closed in September 2020) 
had been under threat of closure since October 2019 by the cantonal 
authorities.

70
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http://www.msb.gov.ba/PDF/Strategija_ENG_2016.pdf
http://www.msb.gov.ba/PDF/Strategija_ENG_2016.pdf
https://www.infomigrants.net/en/post/20304/bosnian-authorities-cut-water-to-migrant-camp-near-croatian-border
http://library.fes.de/pdf-files/bueros/sarajevo/16153-20200504.pdf
http://ennhri.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Joint-Statement-ENG.pdf
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/MDRBA011ou4.pdf
https://rm.coe.int/commdh-2018-12-letter-to-the-authorities-regarding-the-migration-situa/1680870e4d
https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/eu-slams-bosnia-treatment-migrants-71302595
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/MDRBA011ou4.pdf
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71.  UN BiH, Monthly Situation Report, February 2020 
72.  IFRC, Operation Update Report: Population Movement, 28 May 2020 
73.  Care International, Press Release, Stranded and forgotten: Bosnia’s migrants and refugees left to themselves, 12 May 2020 
74.  The partner has requested to remain anonymous
75.  Data collated using a semi-open questionnaire, on 17 August 2020 
76.  Ibid.
77.  Ibid. 
78.  ECRE, News article, Bosnia and Herzegovina: Snowfall increases hardships of people stuck in Europe’s borderlands, 11 December 2020 
79.  The New Humanitarian, News feature, Winter and growing animosity force migrants in Bosnia into retreat, 2 December 2020 
80.  DRC, Infographics – Winter is coming, October 2020 
81.  DRC, Rapid needs assessment - Outreach response, September 2020

With increasing arrivals from Serbia, an increasing 
amount of displaced people arriving in Tuzla found 
themselves with no formal shelter provisions. 

In early 2020, an estimated 345 people were sleeping in squats and at 
the bus station, while a small number of people were staying in facilities 
operated by local organisations. There are still no TRCs or official 
government initiatives in this region.

71
 A Red Cross operational overview 

in May of last year raised serious concerns about the lack of government 
initiative and provision of accommodation. The homeless population 
was predominantly made up of single men but there were also families 
sleeping rough, some being helped by local initiatives such as that of the 
small NGO Puz which runs small housing facilities for up to 40 people,

72
 

and another one implemented by Emmaus. 

they [Care International] estimate unofficially that  
about a quarter of the people that they service are  
families, vulnerable or minors. 

A study by CARE international during the same time period showed 
that, in Tuzla, “over three-quarters of refugees and migrants do not 
have sufficient access to clean drinking water. There is also no adequate 

Tuzla

access to sanitation and basic hygiene.” 
73

 A grassroots partner in Tuzla
74 

described an extremely poor situation during the summer of 2020 with 
displaced people living in streets, abandoned houses and in tents in parks 
with no access to toilets and other basic provisions. What is particularly 
noteworthy is that they estimate unofficially that about a quarter of the 
people that they service are families, vulnerable or minors.

75

The organisation serviced about 30-50 people daily in a day centre 
with basic services and short-term accommodation, with priority given 
to families and vulnerable cases. Many activities were however halted 
since the outbreak of the pandemic.

76
 During the Covid-19 outbreak, they 

noted that police had been transferring people sleeping outside in Tuzla 
to TRCs in Sarajevo and many also reported that they had been picked 
up by the police, driven 10-15 km and dropped off in desolate areas 
outside of the city.

77

The recent situation in USC has pushed some people to return to Sarajevo 
or Tuzla,

78
 a local organisation stating they come across 20 returnees 

every day in December.
79

 In October 2020, the DRC estimated that 200 
people lived in insecure conditions in Tuzla,

80
 though families tend to be 

less likely to stay on the streets for long and are refereed to reception 
centres. Based on respondent information they collated of people 
sleeping rough in the city, 94% had stated that they had experienced 
days of not eating at all.

81
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https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/Bosnia%20and%20Herzegovina%20inter-agency%20response%20to%20the%20mixed%20movement%20-%20Monthly%20situation%20report%2C%20February%202020.pdf
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/MDRBA011ou5.pdf
https://www.care-international.org/news/press-releases/stranded-and-forgotten-bosnias-migrants-and-refugees-left-to-themselves
https://www.ecre.org/bosnia-and-herzegovina-snowfall-increases-hardships-of-people-stuck-in-europes-borderlands/
https://www.thenewhumanitarian.org/news-feature/2020/12/2/bosnia-migrants-asylum-winter-eu-border-pushbacks
https://drc.ngo/media/negotstg/infographics_01_final.pdf
https://drc.ngo/media/glxju2uc/drc-rapid-assessment-outreach-response_final_logos.pdf
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82.  IFRC, Revised emergency appeal report, December 2020 
83.  Email conversation with commentator in BiH, February 2021.
84.  The organisation requested to remain anonymous
85.  The organisation requested to remain anonymous 
86.  Data collated using a semi-open questionnaire, on 20 August 2020
87.  Data collated using a semi-open questionnaire, on 21 August 2020
88.  DRC, Infographics – Winter is coming, October 2020

There are two TRCs in Sarajevo region, 
Ušivak and Blažuj. Both have frequently 
been at or over capacity. 

In October 2020 there were 2739 people registered 
in Blažuj (with an initial capacity of 1400).

82
 Other 

local sources have set the figure at more than  
3,200 people.

83

When interviewed by RRE in the summer of 2020,
84

 
an organisation which distributes non-food items to 
homeless single men in Sarajevo and makes referrals 
to other services, described an ongoing homelessness 
issue in Sarajevo. Another grassroots organisation,

85 

estimated that, apart from fluctuations due to 
Covid-19, around 600-800 people live outside of 
TRC facilities at any given time. Many single men 
sleep in abandoned buildings or squats, which lack 
water, electricity, or even fully enclosed spaces, while 
a small group of people reside in hostels that do not 
require papers or with locals that rent out rooms. 

Camps remained overcrowded throughout 
the pandemic, and the group recognised 
food distribution as a major service 
provision gap.

Camps remained overcrowded throughout the 
pandemic, and the group recognised food distribution 
as a major service provision gap, in particular for single 
men. At the height of the crisis police also routinely 
rounded up people and forced them into the camps.

86
 

During this period the grassroots group surveyed by 
RRE reported having serviced several hundred people 
weekly despite limited geographical reach, hence 
the real numbers can only be assumed to be even 
higher. The respondent deems existing government 
and NGO efforts insufficient, including the existing 
accommodation options but especially safehouse 
shelter accommodation for particularly vulnerable 
people (LGBTQ+, SGBV survivors, etc). People with 
mental health issues or vulnerabilities sometimes 
choose to leave TRCs without alternative suitable 
shelter.

87
 In October 2020, the DRC estimated that 

200 people live in insecure conditions in Sarajevo.
88

   

Sarajevo
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89.   UNHCR, October Fact Sheet, October 2020 
90.   UNHCR, December Fact Sheet, December 2020 
91.   UN BiH, Monthly Situation Report, April 2020 
92.   Ahmetašević, Report, People on move deprived of human rights, April 2020
93.   Caritas, News article, Migrant flow picks up in Bosnia and Herzegovina, 28 September 2020 
94.   IBNA, News article, EU condemns the transfer of migrants in the overcrowded camp of Lipa, 1 October 2020 
95.   WILPF, Written statement to UN Human Rights Council 44th session on Bosnia and Herzegovina, July 2020
96.   UN Country Team in BiH, Joint Statement on relocation of migrants and refugees to a location near Bihać, 16 June 2019 
97.   Are You Syrious (AYS), Daily Digest, 18 July 2020 
98.   WILPF, Written statement to UN Human Rights Council 44th session on Bosnia and Herzegovina, July 2020 
99.   Email conversation with commentator in BiH, February 2021. 
100.   Amnesty International, News article, Bosnia and Herzegovina: Reckless restrictions of movement leave refugees and migrants stranded without protection, 25 August 2020 
101.   Andalou Agency, News article, Bosnia and Herzegovina’s refugee crisis getting out of hand, 26 August 2020 
102.   Donate4Refugees, Blog, Otoka - Bosnia’s No Man’s Land, 28 August 2020 
103.   Balkan Insight, News article, ’No Man’s Land’: Migrants, Refugees Stranded at a Bosnian roadside, 2 September 2020 

Aside from Borići and Sedra, TRCs which accommodate 
families and unaccompanied and separated children 
(UASCs) and tend to be at capacity, out of the three  
TRCs for single men and UASCs running last year, only 
Miral remains. 

The accommodation capacity for single males has continuously been 
stretched. Even prior to the closures of TRCs Bira and Lipa, informal 
tent camps, homelessness and squatting remained commonplace. 
Throughout 2020 the amount of people sleeping rough in USC 
fluctuated within the range of 2,000-3,000 people. In October 2020, 
after the closure of Bira camp, estimates of people sleeping was 2,200 
according to UNHCR data, though the government provided higher 
figures.

89
 In December, after the closure of Lipa, it was estimated up to 

2,700 people slept rough across the country, primarily in USC.
90

By way of background, the IOM-run TRC Lipa was built in April 2020 on 
an open field in a desolate village 22 km outside of Bihać to accommodate 
around 1,000 people. It was primarily aimed to house single men 
sleeping outside of TRCs during the pandemic as an emergency shelter.

91 

It was however at capacity since the opening and the rate of people 
sleeping outside of TRCs nonetheless remained high. Civil society actors 
questioned how the facility could meet the reception standards in the 
Law on Asylum of “humane and dignified” accommodation, considering 
the isolation from towns, services, and the lack of hygiene facilities, hot 
shower water, and sewage management. The facilities in the camp were 
not even made of the commonly used containers but large plastic tents.

92

Civil society actors questioned how the facility could meet 
the reception standards in the Law on Asylum of ‘humane and 
dignified’ accommodation.

BIRN reported on a settlement of 300-600 people nearby  
Lipa, and one between the Ribnik and Ključ where a dozen 
people lived, included small children. 

Una Sana Canton (USC)

As conditions deteriorated throughout the year, the lack of running water, 
basic facilities and over crowdedness was sharply criticised.

93
 The Council 

of Ministers never designated Lipa to a permanent shelter, and hence it 
never achieved the basic requirements of a long-term accommodation, 
such as winterisation.

94

People residing outside of TRCs were forcefully moved into the facility.
95

 
Furthermore, NGOs criticised the enforcement of involuntary relocations 
of asylum-seekers in private accommodation in Bihać to Lipa by the 
local authorities. These enforced transfers had no legal or public health 
protection justification but were especially concerning as TRCs remained 
overcrowded during the pandemic.

96

The grassroots organisation No Name Kitchen (NNK) reported in July 
2020 that an informal settlement outside of the official TRC Miral was 
cleared and destroyed by security forces, as also reported across media 
outlets. Around 600-700 people had been living outside of the centre 
in dire conditions, without hygiene facilities, proper shelter or NFIs, 
singlehandedly relying on help from volunteers. During the summer 
they had identified about 50-60 squats around the city, though people 
sleeping in parks and other public places had largely been moved to 
TRCs.

97
 During the Covid-19 pandemic, Lipa residents were also barred 

from using public transport to travel to nearby cities. Those that defied 
the ban in order to buy food or access services were caught by police  
and frequently beaten before being taken back. Local volunteers also 
often received complaints about the lack of and subpar quality of the 
food and poor conditions in the TRCs.

98

At the end of August 2020, the Coordination Committee on Migration 
in Una-Sana Canton made the decision to adopt measures that placed 
serious restrictions on the freedom of movement of people on the move 
outside TRCs; a decision which has been widely criticised by the UNHCR 
and others.

99
 This encompassed “the complete prohibition of new arrivals 

into the Canton, ban on transporting migrants and asylum-seekers 
including in public transport and taxis, ban on gathering of migrants 
and asylum-seekers in public places and prohibition of providing them 
with private accommodation”.

100
 The measure was a misguided tactic 

to control the situation in the canton, a reaction to an overall situation 
which was insufficiently addressed by state authorities.

101

It was reported in August 2020 that people on the streets and in 
improvised shelters had been transferred to the ‘no man’s land’ in Otoka, 
an administrative demarcation line between the Federation and Republika 
Srpska, and had been left there in corn fields, without assistance. It took 
some local organisations a week to get permission to provide them  
basic assistance. In late August about 150 men were in this location, 
“subsisting mostly from the surrounding corn fields”.

102
 BIRN reported 

on a settlement of 300-600 people nearby Lipa, and one between  
the Ribnik and Ključ where a dozen people lived, included small  
children. They were stuck between the two government entities, pushed 
back from going back to USC while the police in RS was similarly 
returning people.

103

https://data2.unhcr.org/en/documents/details/83041
https://data2.unhcr.org/en/documents/details/84288
https://bosniaherzegovina.un.org/sites/default/files/2020-06/Final%20Inter-agency%20Sit-Rep%20April%202020.pdf
http://library.fes.de/pdf-files/bueros/sarajevo/16153-20200504.pdf
https://www.caritas.eu/migrant-flow-picks-up-in-bosnia-and-herzegovina/
https://balkaneu.com/eu-condemns-the-transfer-of-migrants-in-the-overcrowded-camp-of-lipa/
https://www.wilpf.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/HRC44_BiH_WS-on-SR-on-migrants-report_18.06.2020.pdf
https://bosniaherzegovina.un.org/en/23902-un-country-team-bih-joint-statement-relocation-migrants-and-refugees-location-near-bihac
https://medium.com/are-you-syrious/ays-daily-digest-17-7-20-devastation-in-bosnia-security-forces-destroy-camp-18885c21070e
https://www.wilpf.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/HRC44_BiH_WS-on-SR-on-migrants-report_18.06.2020.pdf
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/08/bosnia-and-herzegovina-reckless-restrictions-of-movement-leave-refugees-and-migrants-stranded-without-protection/
https://www.aa.com.tr/en/europe/bosnia-and-herzegovinas-refugee-crisis-getting-out-of-hand/1953951
https://donate4refugees.org/blog-master/2020-08-bosnia-nnk
https://balkaninsight.com/2020/09/02/no-mans-land-migrants-refugees-stranded-at-a-bosnian-roadside/
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106.  Data collected using a semi-open questionnaire, on 26 August 2020
107.  Email conversation with commentator in BiH, February 2021.
108.  Amnesty International, News, Bosnia and Herzegovina: Authorities create gratuitous suffering for hundreds left without shelter, 1 October 2020 
109.  IBNA, News article, EU condemns the transfer of migrants in the overcrowded camp of Lipa, 1 October 2020
110.  Associated Press, News article, UN official: Bosnia authorities expose migrants to suffering, 24 September 2020 
111.  InfoMigrants, News article, Migrants: Bosnia, hosting center in north-west shuts down, 8 September 2020 
112.  Euro-Mediterranean Human Rights Monitor, Article, First heavy snowfall on flimsy migrant tents in Bosnia warns of impending humanitarian crisis, 8 December 2020 

The provision of services had been so poor, especially the 
lack of water, that people were reported to be drinking 
water from the river, leading to severe health problems like 
diarrhea, infections etc.

A grassroots respondent
104

 noted also that a number of key services such 
as shops and money transfer services like Wester Union, had barred them 
from using the services.

105 
The humanitarian provision of services had 

been so poor, especially the lack of water, that people were reported to 
be drinking water from the river, leading to severe health problems like 
diarrhea, infections etc. The respondent frequently came across people 
that have not eaten for days. There was barely any health service outreach 
in these communities, and those that approached TRCs Miral and Bira 
to seek medical help had reportedly been rejected and often severely 
beaten by the security guards,

106
 employed by private security companies 

contracted by the IOM.
107

Bira was shut on 30 September 2020, ordered by the Ministry of Internal 
Affairs of USC, putting around 400 people into a state of destitution. 
Organisations such as Amnesty International reported of emptying 
of the camp and forcible removals by bus, which again drove them to 
the outskirt of Una-Sana Canton to be abandoned with no assistance. 
A few hundred were admitted to an overcrowded Lipa, the rest left to 
find shelter in squats and other improvised spaces.

108
 The EU Delegation 

to BiH condemned the situation and the forcible transfer of from Bira 
to Lipa, calling the decision ‘irresponsible’ and going against domestic 
legislation and respect for human rights.

109

Just prior to the closing of Bira, the amount of people staying in the centre 
has dropped significantly from the 1,500 in capacity, which IOM explained 
to be due to the government not allowing more than 500 people into the 
centre. The government had according to them repeatedly failed to keep 
the promise to identify locations for new facilities.

110

Local officials at the time had said that they would move them to other 
facilities in the country. There have been ongoing claims by local officials 
of abandonment by the national government in managing the situation 
and the rationale for the closure was a lack of support. They had on 
occasions also threatened to close the Miral TRC.

111

In the weeks prior to the closure of Lipa, warnings were repeatedly issued 
in relation to the dangerous temperatures facing the people that were 
living in these conditions, both for those in Lipa and for those sleeping 
rough. This echoed similar warnings issued at the onset of winter season 
in the years prior. The Euro-Mediterranean Human Rights Monitor feared 
that people risked freezing to death in the existing conditions. The DRC 
estimated that there were about 250 improvised camps in the area with 
limited assistance, often tents made of nylon and held up by sticks placed 
on snow-covered ground, making the tents perpetually wet and cold.

112

“frostbite, hypothermia and 
other severe health problems 
are already being reported  
by those stranded on location. 
Despite the efforts of 
humanitarian actions, their 
lives are at immediate risk.”
–  NGO’s
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https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2020/10/bosnia-and-herzegovina-authorities-create-gratuitous-suffering-for-hundreds-left-without-shelter/
https://balkaneu.com/eu-condemns-the-transfer-of-migrants-in-the-overcrowded-camp-of-lipa/
https://apnews.com/article/europe-united-nations-d60adc0b6742c3c1299cee4308312adb
https://www.infomigrants.net/en/post/27140/migrants-bosnia-hosting-center-in-north-west-shuts-down
https://euromedmonitor.org/en/article/4051/First-Heavy-Snowfall-on-Flimsy-Migrant-Tents-in-Bosnia-Warns-of-Impending-Humanitarian-Crisis
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116.  CoE Commissioner for Human Rights, Letter to Chairman of the Council of Ministers and Minister for Security of BiH, 7 December 2020 
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126.  Dunya Collective, Tweet, 4 January 2021 
127.  No Name Kitchen, Tweet, 25 December 2020 
128.  European External Action Service, Statement by the High Representative Josep Borrell on the migrant situation in Una Sana Canton, 31 December 2020 
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133.  The New York Times, News article, Hundreds of migrants stranded in freezing weather in Bosnia, 31 December 2020
134.  DW, News article, Refugees stuck in hopeless situation at EU border, 10 January 2021 
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Media reports
113

 and humanitarian organisations described a “situation 
that is fast taking crisis proportions”.

114
 Due to the freezing weather, the 

toilets and showers had frozen, which meant that people had to use the 
forests around the camp as a bathroom.

115
 Dunja Mijatović urged in a letter 

to Bosnian officials in December 2020 for action and better coordination 
between the various levels of government.

116
 High Representative/Vice 

President Josep Borrell and Commissioners Johansson and Varhelyi, 
raised the urgency for basic shelter provisions and urged authorities to 
open Bira TRC or other facilities.

117
 The Council of Ministers rejected the 

building of another centre in the Federation, insisting that the rest of 
the country (mainly Republika Srpska) should also take responsibility for 
shelter. So far there has been a reluctance both by RS and other cantons 
to burden share with USC and Sarajevo canton.

118

Lipa was finally closed on 23 December 2020 by IOM after repeated 
failures by authorities to install water and electricity in a bid to winterise 
the shelter (i.e., adding thermal floor mats and insulations, hating stoves 
and fuel, and distributing blankets)

119
 or any of the basic services the local 

officials had assured would be provided.
120

 As the camp was being closed 
and evacuated, it was set on fire.

121

Residents were initially meant to be driven to other locations such 
as Bradina, south of Sarajevo, and nearby Bihać, but the plans were 
terminated, in part due to protests by local residents, many of whom 
highlighted the highly unsuitable standard of the buildings which lacked 
running water and other basic provisions. After a night on the buses people 
went back to the camp.

122
 700 people returned to the burned down 

camp, unable to use the freezing showers and toilets, while 500 people 
joined the surrounding squats, forests and shipping containers.

123
 NGOs 

warned that “frostbite, hypothermia and other severe health problems 
are already being reported by those stranded on location. Despite the 
efforts of humanitarian actions, their lives are at immediate risk”.

124

People were sustaining themselves only on “meagre food parcels provided 
by aid groups”, and large crowds formed at the water and distribution 
points organised by the Red Cross. The only way people could try to keep 
warm was by setting up open fires and used cardboard to avoid sleeping 
directly on the snow-covered soil.

125
 There were protests as well as a 

700 people returned to the burned down camp, unable to use 
the freezing showers and toilets. while 500 people joined 
the surrounding squats, forests and shipping containers.

EU officials lamented the existing situation as  
“completely unacceptable” and called on the BiH 
authorities to “work further on a longer-term solution, 
based on shared responsibility”.  

hunger strike which ended after a couple of days.
126

 Some people made 
their way to Serbia and Sarajevo, while others tried to get into Bihać itself 
to get basic amenities like water and food but were oftentimes blocked 
from doing so.

127

EU officials lamented the existing situation as “completely unacceptable” 
and called on the BiH authorities to “work further on a longer-term 
solution, based on shared responsibility”. 

128
 The EU Special Representative 

to Bosnia and Herzegovina, Johann Sattler, along with the Austrian, Italian 
and German Ambassadors, held talks with Minister of Security, Selmo 
Cikotić, requesting for the building of Lipa as a long-term centre and the 
reopening of Bira while the work was being completed.

129

After a series of initial negotiations, the government agreed that work 
would be done to turn Lipa into a permanent accommodation centre 
by April, though this seems unlikely in the current political climate.  
A re-opening of Bira camp was supported by Bosnia’s Security Minister, 
the EU and the US Embassy,

130
 as well as the Council of Ministers and 

Mustafa Ružnić, PM of the Una-Sana Canton on the 31 December.
131

 
This plan nonetheless continues to face major resistance by many locals  
and the mayor of Bihać due to ‘security concerns’.

132
 The Mayor of Bihać 

Šuhret Fazlić has in the past stated that he does not “want them there” 
in relation to people on the move, and has staunchly opposed the 
relocations.

133
  He has also claimed that he had not seen any of the EU 

funding and that they had been “effectively abandoned by the central 
government in Sarajevo.”

134
 

The EU Commission stated on the 3 January 2021 that despite ongoing 
negotiations, there was no decision to reopen Bira.

135
 The military was 

called on to put down basic tents for those on camp premises, some 
thermally insulated and heatable while others are rudimentary and 
unsuitable for winter conditions.

136
 30 tents were set up close to the 

campsite, with a total capacity for 900 people. 750 migrants are residing 
in the tents but there were ongoing challenges with full winterisation of 
the site.

137
 USC local government assured the camp would be connected 

to the electricity grid which would provide proper heating, hot water for 
showers and water for the toilets.

138

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/bosnia-hundreds-migrants-evicted-unrun-camps-bosnia-migrant-camps-camps-migrants-people-b723478.html
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https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2020/dec/23/fire-destroys-migrant-camp-bosnia-lipa
https://www.savethechildren.org.uk/news/media-centre/press-releases/500-stranded-migrants---refugees--lives-at-risk-in-bosnia---herz
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2020/12/26/we-will-die-hundreds-of-migrants-freezing-in-bosnia-camp
https://twitter.com/DunyaCollective/status/1346193581502029824
https://twitter.com/NoNameKitchen1/status/1342494774843027456
https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-homepage/91097/bih-statement-high-representative-josep-borrell-migrant-situation-una-sana-canton_en
https://eeas.europa.eu/headquarters/headquarters-homepage/91097/bih-statement-high-representative-josep-borrell-migrant-situation-una-sana-canton_en
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150.   Reuters, News article, EU Commissioner tells Bosnia to manage migration better, 18 February 2021 
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The site is being managed by the Bosnian Service for Foreigners Affairs, 
which is part of the Ministry of Security.

139
 A government official explained, 

in winter 2021, that no relocation will likely take place, but that additional 
tents would be provided, eventually to be placed by containers, as a 
short-term housing solution.

140

in January 2021 Bosnian Security Minister Selmo Cikotić 
spoke of a coordinated mechanism to manage the crisis, as  
it was becoming a serious political crisis

About 2,500 people were still finding themselves  
without any basic shelter security in the country at  
the time of writing. 

Upon his visit to the site in January 2021 Bosnian Security Minister Selmo 
Cikotić spoke of a coordinated mechanism to manage the crisis, as it was 
becoming a serious political crisis,

141
 acknowledging a lack of solidarity and 

universal values but that there was no effective mechanism to bridge 
the resistance by cantonal authorities, and that force would not be used 
to enforce a new accommodation centre.

142
 High Representative/Vice 

President Josep Borrell has already made it clear that a failure to meet 
demands would “have consequences”, including to the prospects of 
accession to the EU.

143

Zoran Tegeltija, the Chair of the Council of Ministers, similarly echoed this 
statement in asking for more support by the EU in managing the situation 
beyond financial support. He claimed that once the work on Lipa was done 
everyone would have accommodation and that the Council of Ministers 
would try to forge a compromise between the two main entities, out of 
which RS predicably rejected any responsibility to provide shelter.

144

As of mid-February 2021, work was being done on clearing of the old site 
for a new temporary centre. It remained unclear, however, what kind of 
reception conditions and capacity could be expected and how previous 
issues in Lipa would be circumvented. IOM stated that talks have been held 
on “capacity building initiatives with the aim to handover management 
and full responsibility of the migration response to the State”.

145

At the time of writing (March 2021) there is no electricity and stable water 
supply, drinking water is being transported on tank trunks. The provided 
heaters are not sufficiently effective in retaining heat. The Red Cross 
bring around food once a day, for which people to stay in line for hours, 
exposed to the elements. The few chemical toilets are affected by the 
freezing temperature which frequently makes then unusable.

146
 Caritas 

announced that construction work is progressing in Lipa on a heated 
canteen where two hot meals a day would be distributed to 600 people. 
As the capacity in the military tents is for 900 people, many hundreds of 
others are still residing in makeshift shelters in the forest of in abandoned 
buildings where living conditions continue to be disastrous. Organisations 
furthermore report an alarming health situation, with high numbers 
of cases of scabies, hypothermia and illnesses caused by exposure to 
freezing temperatures.

147

Various EU officials frequented the area in the aftermath of the Lipa crisis. 
The Council of Europe Special Representative for Migration and Refugees, 
Drahoslav Štefánek visited at the end of January 2021, attempting to 
convince local authorities to re-open Bira with no success.

148
 A group of 

Italian MEPs from Italy’s Democratic Party accused Croatia of not letting 
them visit the border region to BiH to investigate the conditions, with 
the Croatian police refusing them access to a border point. This has been 
denied by the Croatian Interior Minister.

149
 Ylva Johansson paid a visit to 

the camp on 18 February 2021, during which she stated that migration is 
“one of the 14 priority areas that need to be addressed to have a future 
together with the European Union”. 

150

Subsequently, on 24 February 2021, it was reported that police in USC 
had relocated a few hundred individuals from two of the main abandoned 
buildings in Bihać to Lipa which were used for shelter.

151
 The reasons stated 

for the transfer were to provide better living conditions, but it remained 
unclear how this would be provided considering that the Lipa tents, could 
only house 900 people and were at near capacity. A journalist based 
locally reported that press was denied access, and that many people were 
already walking back from Lipa to Bihać due to lack of space.

152
 About 

2,500 people were still finding themselves without any basic shelter 
security in the country at the time of writing.

153
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154.  Save the Children, Press Release, 21 January 2021
155.  Ibid.
156.  UN BiH, Monthly Situation Report, April 2020
157.  Ibid.
158.  UN BiH, Monthly Situation Report, June 2020
159.  OHCHR, Visit to BiH, Report of the Special Rapporteur on the human rights of migrants, Human Rights Council 44th session, 12 May 2020  
160.  UN BiH, Monthly Situation Report, June 2020
161.  Information provided via email by a local subject matter expert. 
162.  Data collated using a semi-open questionnaire, on 21 August 2020
163.  DRC, Rapid needs assessment - Outreach response, September 2020
164.  IFRC, Revised emergency appeal report, December 2020
165.  Email conversation with commentator in BiH, February 2021

As of February 2021, there were 500 unaccompanied and separated 
minors (UASCs) in TRCs in the country.  In this context, Save the Children 
reported a fluctuating number of about 50 displaced children were 
sleeping rough across the country,

154
 left without any official support and 

residing in squats, abandoned buildings, or in private residencies where 
they were lacking adult supervision and were at high risk of abuse.
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Centres such as Borići, Sedra, Bira, and Salakovac accommodate families 
and vulnerable cases, however the need for expanded protection 
and shelter appropriate for vulnerable groups remained throughout 
2020. Services during the first wave of Covid-19 have notably  
been insufficient in meeting the needs of UASCs and establishing 
appropriate safeguarding.
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 In a submission made by RRE to the United 

Nations Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR) in 
September 2020, it was noted that designated zones for UASCs had 
been built out in TRC Miral yet UASCs were still very often housed with 
single men.

157
 The number of UASC is high in Sarajevo Canton, with 200 

registered in TRC Usivak in August 2020.
158

 

Systematic gaps were also echoed by the UN Special Rapporteur on the 
human rights of migrants, from his visit in 2019. Apart from the few placed 
in low-capacity safe houses, he concluded “there is a lack of appropriate 
alternative housing provided by the State for unaccompanied or separated 
children and victims of abuse and exploitation”. The lack of ‘family-based 
care’ alternatives for children, e.g., community-based and foster care, was 
also observed. There are many recorded cases of SGBV in camps where 
the victim cannot be separated due to a lack of safe houses.
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Some transfers have taken place to a safe house run by Zene sa Une, a 
UNHCR partner.
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 It should be noted here, however, that Zene sa Une 

is far from the only organisation in Bosnia running a shelter. In fact, 
over the years, capacities for supporting survivors of SGBV during the 
war have been built up, with many organisations operating on this issue 
and that of trafficking in human beings. It therefore appears as a missed 

about 3-4% of the 3,000 people living in insecure 
accommodation were UASCs, noting however that the real 
number might be higher, especially in larger squats.

opportunity that the UNHCR and IOM do not appear to engage them in 
the context of migration, given that many of them have more than 20 
years of experience.
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In Sarajevo, one of the interviewed organisations estimated that 
approximately one in ten people whom they had worked with during the 
summer of 2020 were UASCs; all of whom they have been attempting 
to refer to appropriate services. They also came across about 25 LGBTQ+ 
individuals in total, a group which nationally lacks specialised facilities 
or safe accommodation. Some groups, including individual activists, 
improved their outreach to vulnerable populations; nonetheless, long 
term and appropriate accommodation for UASCs and other vulnerable 
categories need to improve substantially. In Sarajevo and Tuzla there 
are no safe houses for SGVB survivors, or separate provisions for other 
vulnerable groups such as the UASCs or LGBTQ+.
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In an assessment carried out by the DRC in October 2020, it was 
reported that a lack of access to reception centres and registration was 
not only a challenge for single men, but also increasingly an issue for 
unregistered families in USC. Typically, families with children are not 
residing outside reception centres for long, however an increase was 
noted due to overcapacity in centres in Sarajevo Canton. More families 
were registered at disembarkation points and squats in Una Sana Canton. 
They also estimated that about 3-4% of the 3,000 people living in 
insecure accommodation were UASCs, noting however that the real 
number might be higher, especially in larger squats.
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IFCR similarly showed larger numbers of families at entry points of Una 
Sana Canton at the end of the year, including pregnant women. When 
there are available spaces in the family TRCs, they are transferred by 
IOM teams but in cases of full capacity authorities do not allow entry. As 
a consequence, these people needed to stay at checkpoints for longer 
without warm clothes, basic shelter, adequate food provisions and first aid 
materials for treating scabies and wounds from walking. In October they 
similarly reported an increase of families with children on the move and 
staying outside of TRCs.
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A local activist and subject matter expert reported that families, in 
particular from Afghanistan, started arriving following the fire in Moria 
camp in Lesvos, Greece. It was reported that around 200 people arrived 
in a single night; most of whom ended up in the border area, in Bojna, 
where they would stay in old houses, supported by local people, but also 
under constant attacks and subjected to harassment by the police end 
local vigilante groups.
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Children, families and vulnerable groups

“there is a lack of appropriate 
alternative housing provided by 
the State for unaccompanied or 
separated children and victims of 
abuse and exploitation”.
–  Special Rapporteur, un

https://www.savethechildren.net/news/children-sleeping-outside-during-winter-nights-risk-bosnia-and-herzegovina
https://bosniaherzegovina.un.org/sites/default/files/2020-09/IA%20Sit-Rep%20June%202020_Final.pdf
https://bosniaherzegovina.un.org/sites/default/files/2020-09/IA%20Sit-Rep%20June%202020_Final.pdf
https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/A_HRC_44_42_Add.2_E.pdf
https://bosniaherzegovina.un.org/sites/default/files/2020-09/IA%20Sit-Rep%20June%202020_Final.pdf
https://drc.ngo/media/glxju2uc/drc-rapid-assessment-outreach-response_final_logos.pdf
https://adore.ifrc.org/Download.aspx?FileId=269696 
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170.  Save the Children, Press Release, 21 January 2021 

Beyond the most immediate purpose of accommodation as physical 
shelter, the accommodation situation is also a determining factor in 
whether people can start and sustain their asylum procedure. As noted 
in a recent RRE report,

166
 accommodation is the main obstacle for people 

to fulfil the legal obligation to find and register an official address within 
14 days as required by the Law on Asylum, in order to request asylum in 
one of the offices within the Service for Foreigners’ Affairs (SFA), which 
operates under the Ministry of Security.

167

The UN Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights of Migrants has in the 
past warned that 14 days is “a very short period for asylum seekers to 
submit formally a claim considering that the Ministry of Security has not 
allocated sufficient resources to process registration during mass influx”.

168
  

Many people fail to find an address, which then leads to their police  
paper (issued at the initial registration) to expire. Getting it re-issued is  
highly challenging, firstly due to the reluctance of the SFA to do so, 
and secondly because the law is not clear on their obligations which 

a significant number of people (including those in  
centres) are becoming people without papers and  
without regulated stay, and as such are often criminalised 
as ‘illegal migrants’. 

With the lacking referral mechanisms, more children  
are expected to slip through the cracks of the system.

allows for continued institutional inaction on this issue. As a result, a 
significant number of people (including those in centres) are becoming 
people without papers and without regulated stay, and as such are often 
criminalised as ‘illegal migrants’.

169

Unaccompanied children who are unable to provide an official 
address and register, cannot gain access to a legal guardian and other 
protection services; a situation no child should face regardless of their 
accommodation situation. This will become an even bigger barrier with 
the recent closures of TRCs in USC, where many unaccompanied children 
will choose to stay due to the proximity to the Croatian border. With the 
lacking referral mechanisms, more children are expected to slip through 
the cracks of the system. Save the Children have therefore called on 
the authorities to “ensure immediate official registration, referral and 
accommodation for all children, including unaccompanied children.” They 
added that “registration is an essential first step in providing protection 
to the most vulnerable and it cannot depend on available reception 
capacities. All children, including those without their caregivers, have the 
right to be safe, and be protected.”
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Adverse impact on access to asylum
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https://refugee-rights.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/RRE_LimitedAccessToAsylumAlongTheBalkanRoute.pdf
https://www.refworld.org/topic,50ffbce5220,50ffbce5247,58b575084,0,,LEGISLATION,BIH.html
https://www.ohchr.org/en/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=25088&LangID=E
https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/sites/near/files/bosnia_and_herzegovina_report_2020.pdf
https://www.savethechildren.net/news/children-sleeping-outside-during-winter-nights-risk-bosnia-and-herzegovina
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What we are seeing transpire in BiH is intrinsically linked to EU’s migration 
and asylum policy, which is led by external border protection and 
responsibility shifting in regard to protection of people on the move. 
What is desperately needed is concrete actions and solidarity on the part 
of EU member states in establishing safe and regular pathways to Europe. 

Though sorely needed, solely providing emergency funding is an 
insufficient solution, as is the heavy earmarking of major funding for 
border management related activities instead of capacity building for a 
better functioning humanitarian response and the necessary political, 
institutional, legal and other key areas of reform as part of the EU pre-
accession process. 

Furthermore, a more systemic, coordinated and sustainable asylum 
system and humanitarian response undertaken by all actors responsible 
for shelter provision in BiH is essential to prevent the ongoing suffering 
of people on the move who pay the price for the existing politicised 
and piecemeal practices. EU’s calls on Bosnia-Herzegovina to “not play 
politics” with the lives of people on the move is reasonable. Furthermore, 
BiH must comply with its international obligations, the EU acquis and 
enforce its own laws, including taking full responsibility for securing and 
managing accommodation, protection of people in need and developing 
an effective asylum system. 

The EU however has an important role to play by supporting BiH to take 
on a more central role and develop a more vigorous institutional response 
to the situation, including between central government and the entity 
and cantonal levels, with clear expectations. This requires a shift from the 
existing crisis management approach of the EU towards one based on 
sustainability and long-term strategy, something which unfortunately is 

a more systemic, coordinated and sustainable asylum 
system and humanitarian response undertaken by all  
actors responsible for shelter provision in BiH is essential.

EU member states have for years unlawfully prevented 
displaced individuals from entering their territory and 
forcibly returned them to neighbouring or third countries.

likely to remain a challenge, in particular with the introduction of the new 
EU Migration and Asylum Pact which is reinforcing the current migration 
management strategy of externalisation to the external borders of the EU. 
It also requires a system of funding which does not exclude state bodies 
and is solely managed by international organisations, most notably the 
IOM. This is essential for the government to fulfil their obligations in line 
with national and supra-national obligations. 

Essentially, the EU member states have for years unlawfully prevented 
displaced individuals from entering their territory and forcibly returned 
them to neighbouring or third countries, in violation of the right to seek 
asylum and the principle of non-refoulement. The EU institutions 
contribute to these ‘pushbacks’, firstly by continuously failing to 
hold Member States accountable for them. Secondly, by financially, 
operationally, and politically supporting third states who perpetrate human 
rights violations to stop individuals from reaching EU territory. EU has to 
take resolute action to stop pushbacks and end impunity, both in respect 
of their legal obligations, but also in order to be able to credibly hold 
prospective EU member states such as Bosnia-Herzegovina to account 
in relation to their own obligations to fundamental and human rights etc. 

The political stalemate and blame game among key actors can furthermore 
only be improved by delineating clearer responsibilities against which all 
actors can be held to account. For International organisations like IOM that 
were granted an exceptionally extensive responsibility in the provision 
of shelter provision for people on the move and the management of 
migration situation overall, their democratic legitimacy, accountability 
and ability to ensure proper reception conditions needs to be scrutinised 
and improved, both in relation to the citizens of Bosnia and Herzegovina 
and the wider civil society.
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